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Introduction
This guide provides information on what parents/carers can expect and how they can
support their children in the run-up to the tests.

About the tests
The tests take place during the first full teaching week of May each year (i.e. the week after
Bank Holiday Monday). The 2017 SATs timetable is:
Monday 8th May 2017
Tuesday 9th May 2017

Wednesday 10th May 2017
Thursday 11th May, 2017
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KS2 English Reading test
KS2 English Grammar, punctuation and Spelling test, Paper
1, short answer questions
KS2 English Grammar, punctuation and spelling test, Paper
2, Spelling test
KS2 Mathematics, Paper 1 arithmetic
KS2 Mathematics, Paper 2, reasoning
KS2 Mathematics, Paper 3, reasoning.

In some cases, individuals or small groups of children who are entitled to additional support,
such as a reader or a prompt, will take the tests in a separate room to others in the class.
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Marking and Results
All of the tests will be carried out in school and organised by your child’s teachers. Following
this, they will be sent to be marked by a central agency and then returned shortly before the
end of the summer term. Once the results are returned to the school, they will be reported
to you, together with the end of year report. The way this is done has changed significantly
from the national curriculum levels used in the past. Your child’s score will be converted to a
scaled score to allow it to be compared to others. Scaled scores will normally range
between 80 and 120
. The scale will be set so that reaching a score of 100 will indicate that your child is working
at the expected standard for the end of Key Stage 2. Higher scores indicate more advanced
attainment, with lower scores suggesting that your child may need some additional support
to catch up with his or her peers. Scores will be provided for reading, mathematics, and
grammar, punctuation and spelling. Alongside these scores, we will report on other subjects
such as science and writing, as well as the more general report comments.

How you can help your child prepare for the tests
During Year 6, your child’s class teacher may well flag up areas of learning in which your
child would benefit from some extra practice, as well as completing their normal homework
such as reading and learning spellings. It’s wise to keep in regular contact with your child’s
teacher.

Maths support
At home there are some activities that are always useful in preparing children for the tests.
The importance of the arithmetic paper means that time spent practising key number facts,
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such as multiplication tables, is invaluable. Remember, too, to test the inverse facts (e.g. for
8 x 7 = 56, then 56/ 8 = 7). You can also help your child to practise the standard written
methods of calculation; ask your child’s teacher if you’re unsure of how this is taught in
school.

English support
For English, every primary teacher will stress the importance of regular reading practice. If
your child doesn’t enjoy reading aloud to you anymore, suggest that they read
independently and then talk with you about their reading. In addition, spelling is now a
significant part of the tests, so practising spelling patterns regularly is useful, as is discussing
the use of spellings in the context of a sentence and using strategies such as ‘look, cover,
write and check’ when learning spellings. Other strategies include breaking words up into
syllables, e.g. important – im-por-tant.

Further information:
Information for Parents:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/603590/I
nformation_for_parents_-_2017_NCTs_at_the_end_of_key_stages_1_and_2_v4_PDFA.pdf
SATS Video (Department for Education): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRYo2sFGHsY
Practice Tests (DFE): https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculumassessments-practice-materials
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